
Choose as many countries as you want to search at the same time. Your query can include English, Japanese, Chinese and Korean keywords all together. (Keyword language affects to the language of patent literature)

2. Various Searches for Various Purposes

A. Easy Search

Easy Search does not require complex queries using operators. Find documents you need easily and immediately with only a few simple keywords operated by ‘and’.

Retrieval results will be listed and categorized based on a three-step recommendation. Save time and effort reviewing from the higher priority documents.
B. Number Search

User-friendly number input system is newly introduced with unique number formats of the each national patent office. Number Search Helper is now available to help you find the exact document you need even when you don’t know the correct format.

C. Step Search

Review each step of your search history. Documents of interest are available via inter-step operations. You cannot find this one-and-only function anywhere but WIPS Global2.0. This smart search leads to results via disassembling and combining steps of the complex query.

D. Family Profile & Timeline

Visualization helps you understand at a glance the filing status of family documents of specific patents in the world. You can see differences of application amounts between regions via various colors readily and quickly.

Timeline shows the entire progress from filing to expiration for each family document. You will be able to recognize and compare the status information on patents of interest in view without any difficulty.
Data

1. Full-text search is now available for 11 countries (US, EP, PCT, JP, KR, CN, DE, GB, FR, RU and IN). It enables many more results than before.

2. Final legal administrative status:

WIPS Global 2.0 gives you access to the latest administrative information on status (including rejection, registration, cancellation, etc.), current applicant or assignee, expiration date (estimated), assignment history, annual fee, EP lapse during opposition, etc.

3. Litigation info.:

You may also refer to litigation information including trial decision if there is any dispute history, e.g., appeal against decision of rejection, trial for invalidation, etc. (limited to EP, KR and JP)
1. New WIPS Global 2.0 offers various review tools for documents searched. They are very useful to investigate documents in different ways and views.

A. Easy Viewer:

Run your eyes over a plurality of documents in a short period of time. Four additional highlight functions will make simple sorting more effective.

B. Comparison:

This tool enables intensive comparison between two different documents. You can compare documents of interest in detail by arranging claims or drawings side by side.

2. If you find a primary document of high importance, put up a flag and save it in My Folder. You can collect flagged documents all together later, and the analysis will require less time and labor.

3. Just saving documents is not enough. To use my documents of interest actively and effectively, additional enhanced functions have been developed: document memo, inter-folder operations (sum set, different set and product set) and query rerun.
1. SmartAngle:
WIPS Global analysis tool SmartAngle has been completely renewed and far more upgraded than ever in WIPS Global2.0. New SmartAngle allows you to obtain analysis results via various items and shows more visual statistics by charts. WIPS has prepared a variety of charts and editing tools to help you acquire functional statistical data.

A. User-friendly applicant editor helps you to edit applicant/assignee name as you want.
The edited name will be immediately applied to the charts and saved. It makes it easier for you to work on.

B. Specific items can be picked up from a chart and analyzed again up to four times.
Highly advanced and sophisticated statistics are offered to users.

C. Newly added IP Competitiveness shows you which applicant has more market power and influential technology by comparing to its competitors.
D. Family profiles has also been more upgraded in WIPS Global 2.0. You can see overview and detail by zoom in/out. It gives a list of country showing statistics.

2. Claim Analysis:

Claim visualization shows hierarchy and citing relations between claims to enable easy review on subject matters. Functions such as inter-document claim comparison and claim keyword analysis are offered to help you understand changes which have occurred between publication and granted status, e.g. changes in a scope of protection.

3. Citation Reference Analysis:

This function involves identifying and providing correlation between standard references and backward & forward citation references via visualization and statistics. Reference information can be analyzed for the standard reference. Up to 3 depths of backward and forward from the document selected is displayed.

4. RA (Related Application) Analysis:

Unique function of USPTO database has now been introduced into WIPS Global 2.0 to help you understand US continuation application history at a glance. Confirm how the invention has been modified /improved and guess how the examination has been carried out for the application via the RA analysis.
1. FTO Generic:

This integrated service links WIPS patent information with Orange Book information, compiling a database of annual FDA List of Authorized Generic Drugs. You will easily be able to find out a period for which the patent can be exploited based on the expiration date provided by FTO Generic.
2. **Invalidation Advisor:**

Function to automatically offer documents which potentially defeat patentability of the specific patent via WIPS’ own process without a user’s search. This 1-step service doesn’t require much effort to collect the documents for invalidation. The stability and high quality of documents are also guaranteed. Each document in result list shows relation with target patent or its family patents.